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1, Introduction

1.1 The present paper focuses on the pricing mechanism of the terminal markets

which is applicable to several agricultural and mineral commodities. Five sections

concern, respectively, a description of commodity exchanges, Xj price formation
and manipulation, surveillance of the main futures markets, some examples of

speculation on commodity exchange and conclusions: implications for developing

producing countries.

2. As will be seen, the first three sections are descriptive of the existing

structures and are supplied in order to provide a framework within which a

discussion could take place. There is no attempt in these sections to assess the

specific implications for developing producing countries of the mechanisms described.

3, The next section gives some recent examples of large interventions of some

exchanges which have been widely commented on in the press. They are provided to

give some facts and to put into perspective the operations that did take place:

as will be seen, coffee is a known case of speculation by developing countries,

while tin is rumoured to be another such case; silver was added because of the

scale of the operations involved,

4, It is in the last section that conclusions are drawn and that an attempt

has been made at assessing the implications, for developing countries, of the

existence and the functioning of commodity exchanges, and that some practical

suggestions are made. While this section probably has the greatest relevance

to the present meeting, it could not have stood on its own by derives naturally

from the material presented in the previous sections.

2. Description of commodity exchanges

5. There is a clear difference between the operatiions of physical and futures

markets: in the former, the parties to a contract agree to sell or buy a certain

amount of merchandise of a specified quality at a given date, whereas in the latter

the parties trade "rights" to specific floods. These rights can be traded on an

exchange and they have to be clearly defined and standardized to allow sales and

purchases to be matched; the difference in price is settled in cash. If the

contracts are not liquidated before maturity, delivery of the goods is arranged.

6. Commodity exchanges operate as free markets, though subject to various

constraints, some imposed by the exchanges themselves to ensure that the markets

work smoothly, some, as we shall see, by national legislation. The prices quoted

— Throughout the present paper "commodity exchanges" or "futures markets"

will be used as synonyms. For further information on futures markets see UNCTAD,

"Commodity exchanges and their impact on the trade of developing countries",

TD/B/C.1/24B.
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are liable to vary very frequently indeed, and are d

corresponding to a continuous auction of the commodity in the market place sj2/

7. :The number of commodities traded has increased considerably in recent years

and, besides the traditional raw materials such as cocoa, coffee, wheat, copper,'

tin,,, etc,, dealings now,, take'place'in financial instruments, oil products'and other

contracts which bear very little resemblance to the original commodities.

8. It is usually stated that futures trading can be carried out only in

homogeneous commodities. In practice,'the quality of a commodity,, such as rax/

sugar,, or copper ,cathodes or tin ingots, in less uniform than many outsiders

supppse.2 . *. '

9. . ■ While the .quality .acceptable for delivery under the contract may be

unsuitable for a given purpose, it should be recalled that futures markets trade'

mainly in contracts and that taking delivery of the underlying commodity is the

exception rather than the rule. . " .' .

10. There are two main types' of terminal market structure: the clearing house

markets and the principals' markets. In the first, there exists a centralized '

institution, the clearing frouse, which quarantees all contractual obligations and

arranges for the delivery of goods when needed. This, type of market, which is the

most common,,.can have a very large membership, but: in practice only a relatively

small number.of, traders have seats on the exchanges so that1 the openness of the

market.is more apparent than real. The trading floor, where the transactions take

place, with the outcry and use of hand signals, has'given the public the popular

image of a place oi frenetic activity. However, with cue opening ot the Inter

national Futures Exchange in 3ermuda there will be a world-wide market without a

floor. Members will sit in offices located in different countries and trading

will be arranged via telecommunications and computers, an entirely new development.

Hi'1 In a principals' market the members are directly responsible for the ful-r

filme"nt of the contract. Such a matket can only function effectively with a modest

numliert'!of members because it relies upon the confidence of each:.member in the ability

of allthe others to honour :their side of the agreement- The .London,Metal Exchange

(LME) is a principals' inarket-and has a maximum of 30 ring-dealing members. ,

A. Users of commodity exchanges

12, ^ Amon« the users for whom futures markets are claimed to.be essential are

merchants,--who frequently-buy or sell commodities without having arranged offsetting

physical transactions to balance their books. By allowing for the delivery of one

of a number of brands at one of a number of locations, commodity exchanges provide

2/ ■-■=-. ■ ■:-.>■■
— For more information on the exchanges, see Blau, Gerda, "Some aspects of

the theory of futures trading", Review of Economic Studies, vol. 12, 1944;

Granger, C.W.J., ed.s Trading in Commodities: An investors' Chronicle Guide,

(Goodhead-Faulkner, Cambridge, 1975); Hieronymus, Thomas A., Economics of Futures

Trading (Commodity Research Bureau, New York, 1977); Simon, Yves, Bourses de commerce

fit piarrhps a fpvmp dr> iparrhanHi rpr (naiio?., Paris, 1981).
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the ideal circumstances for the merchant's art to come into its own finding buyers

for the material delivered at the expiry of a contract.

13 Another group heavily reliant upon futures markets is made up of those
Sanies whose, value-added is small in relation to their raw material costs
e.p"., firms who undertake one stage of the processing of a raw material before
it reaches its final.refined form, or of processors of primary commodities and
who are clearly in vulnerable position. By using futures markets for ^edging,
^nese companies can .eliminate the short-term price risk associated with price
uncertainty during the period of smiting, refining or processing.

14 '. Farmers in developed and developing countries.Hardly .use the futures markets

in connexion with their .farm, business. According to research "J^^.!^^
in the United States, less than 7.per cent of farmers said they had actually, graded
futures contracts in recent,years.3/ Farmers are/confronted by several problems
that prevent them-from .trading futures. These can be.grouped as -follows., lack
of familiarity with-the operations of.the futures markets; small size of farming
operations with, a yearly total output much lower, than the minimum contract size

tradeable on futures markets; lack of capital and credit facilities to enable
farmers to meet commission fees, and original and variation margin requirements.

The developing countries1 farmers and marketing agencies face relatively more

serious obstacles, which prevent them from usin?. futures markets.

3.■ Main ways of using commodity exchanges

15 There are four main ways of using commodity exchanges: speculation, hed-ing,
price fixing and-arbitrage. Some brief comments,pn these activities are made below.

a) Speculation

16 The necessary liquidity for futures markets to operate is provided by
speculators who hope to make profits by anticipating price movements. If they
expect the price of a commodity to go higher-they buy futures contracts which
is known as taking a "lone" position, whereas.if they think the price will fall

they will sell futures, or sell "short".

17 On the whole, speculators do not intend to take^delivery of commodities,
preferring to make profits from the anticipated shifts in; futures,prices.
Nevertheless, a high level of speculation gives rise.to a certain volume of
actual deliveries of commodities to speculators at the expiry of a contract

(this is particularly true of the LME, where a number of contracts mature each
day unlike most.other markets, which use a method of dealing based on the >..
"delivery month" rather than the "delivery day"). When the nominal amount of.,.

^United States Department of Agriculture (USI3A), "Futures and the Farmers"
(reprints from 1980 issues of Farmline Magazine), Economics and Statistics

Service, 1980, p.3.
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speculation is high, the quantity of the commodity held by speculators (the

speculator-induced "transactions demand" for the commodity) may prove significant

in relation to total commodity exchange stocks and may thereby influence prices.

IB, .Commodity markets are also widely used as a means of foreign exchange

speculation for the reason that, in the case of commodities traded internationally, •

the effects pf the exchange rate movement will be combined with the underlying

shifts in the value of the commodity. Some commodities, notably precious metals,

are believed to do better than merely retain their value during periods of economic,"

political and exchange rate uncertainty, and therefore, during such times,

commodities such as gold benefit from the "flight from money".

19. There are many countries where exchange control regulations are Strict and

where it is easier to ^ain access to commodity markets than to foreign exchange

markets; moreover, to many people, commodity markets are more familiar than foreign

exchange markets, For all these reaaons, speculation in foreign exchange can have

a significant impact on the volume of commodity futures trading. It seems

unfortunate that commodity prices should be distored by extraneous factors like

exchange rate speculation but it is not certain that this adversely affects commodity
producers.

b) Hedging

20. Through hedging, commodity futures exchanges provide a mechanism for shifting

the risks associated with commodity ownership to those who are not risk-averse
(speculators) and who are willing to incur such risks.

21. As an illustration of the hedging mechanism, let us assume that a coffee

roaster has bought green beans for roastin?, but has not yet made a sale of the

roasted coffee that will be produced from the beans. His mark-up for roasting

the beans may be comperatively small, so he has a strong incentive to insure

against a possible fall in the value of roast coffee before he has found a
customer for his output. Table 1 explains how a short or selling hed^e may be

used to protect profits. At the time when delivery is due, the hedger will buy

back the required certificates for meeting his obligations on the futures market

and sell his produce on the cash market. In this example, by hedging, the roaster
has met his revenue objective. Although he has sold his roast coffee at the
green bean.equivalent price of $2.28 per pound, at a loss of $0.07 per pound, he

has gained $0.07 on' his futures transaction, thereby meeting his price objective
of $2.35 per pound, which covers his costs.

22. On the other hand, if die price has gone up in the meantime, the hedger

will have foregone a potential gain, while having incurred dealing expenses, as
well as margin and possibly foreign exchange transaction costs.
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Table 1: Hedging to project, profits; a short or selling hedge

Qash market . Futures market

January January

A roaster buys green coffee beans at

$2.35 per-pound. (His roasting costs

plus normal profits amount to 2 cents

per pound.)

llarch

He sells roast coffee at the equivalent

of $2.28 per pound of green beans in

the cash market.

Transaction results:

The roaster receives 7 cents per pound

less than the price objective (i.e.

$2.35 - :$2;28* 7 cents)

The roaster sells May (contract)

coffee futures at $2.37 per pound

March

May coffee futures reach $2.30 per

pound so roaster buys, to-be able to

deliver in Hay. : :

Transaction results:

The roaster earns 7 cents-per pound

profit on hedging in the futures market

(i.e. $2.37 - 2.30 * 7 cents)

Hedging protects normal profits: cash income per pound = 2r28

Profits on hed^e - $0.07

income on transaction = $2,35

The use of futures markets by farmers for hedging can bring with it a

financial benefit; in the United States banks are willing to extend loans to

farmers if they have hedged their crops, as this guarantees their income and

thus improves their credit rating. Farmers in developing countries cannot

benefit from such lines of credit, even if they hedge their crops, because the

same banking structure does not exist in their countries.

O Price fixing

23. Another way of using futures markets is that whereby a dealer may agree to

buy a certain quantity of a commodity of a specified quality at a given date,

the price to be based on a futures market quotation (plus or minus an agreed

amount) for a specified delivery contract at a date chosen by the buyer within

a fixed period.

24. This method can be illustrated by the example of copper concentrates, a

commodity generally traded on long-term contracts in which the price for inter

national transactions is usually based on LME quotations. First, the parties to

a contract agree in advance on the amount to be deducted from the quotation of

high-grade copper cathodes, or added to it, to arrive at the price for concentrates
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the deductions cover realization costs, penalties for impurities, treatment and
refining charges, etc., and the prenda are related to-the presence of valuable
metals i® .the concentrate. Then the parties choose a period of 30 or 60 days
either preceding, straddling or following the contractual date of shipment or'the
actual date of completion during which the buyer can choose the most favourable
quotations for fixing the pricetP be paid for delivery. The fraction of-the
delivery to be priced per day and per week is also agreed in advance, maximum
indicative figures bein- 25 per cent of any month's shipment quota to be priced
on the quotation of a day and 50 per cent on the quotation of a week.4/

25. Similarly, a firm dealing in cocoa could agree to buy a certain quantity
and quality of cocoa at a number of points, say 200, over the futures price on
the London Commodity Exchange, for a certain delivery contract (say, July) 'the
buyer selecting the day when the price will be fixed.5/ *

26. Having agreed on the period to be taken for pricing delivery, the parties
to the contract can then independently and separately hedge their transactions
if they so wish, according to the method explained above.

d) Arbitraging

27. A final form of futures trading is particularly valuable in keeping markets
efficient, this is "arbitrage trading". Arbitrage can take place when the usual
price relationships are distorted and someone intervenes in an attempt to make a
profit by simultaneously purchasing one commodity against the sale of another or
the same commodity for delivery in different months, or the same commodity for
the same delivery date but on different exchanges, etc.

28. Without futures markets, if the price of, say, copper cathodes in the United
States, after allowing for transport costs, is well above the price in Belgium

arbitrage might take place in the form of shipments of cathodes from Belgium to
the United States, but this is a cumbersome and time-consuming exercise. With the
existence of the New York Commodity Exchange (COM3X) and LME copper futures contracts
an arbitrageur would try to profit much more directly from the price imbalance by
buying Um futures and selling futures on C0I-1EX, anticipating that the Pap will
narrow. In point of fact, the operation will be more complex than this'since the
arbitrageur will almost certainly also cover the dollar/pound sterling risk by
buying sterling futures in the United States. If many arbitrage operations take
place, the distortions in prices disappear.

3« Price formation and manipulation

29. Commodity exchanges are often given as examples of markets where pure
competition is found and where prices are determined by supply and demand for
a given commodity: the underlying reasons are that many of the requirements for
an ideal free market indeed exist, such as a centralized market place, publicly
quoted prices, homogeneous goods to be traded, sufficient information both as

4/ —'
— For further details, see the report by the UNCTAD secretariat, "Contractual

marketing of commodities" (TD/BC.l/PSC/34).

* pftrt A -^ 4-1-* * * •*
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regards the deals that go through (always as regards price and in some blunges
llto as regards quantity) and in connexion with the.commodities traded for which
production figures, stocks, forecasts, etc.,are made available.

30. in a Market where supply and demand can operate freely, an equilibrium price
is reached, which is considered fully competitive and which is supposed to clear
the Market Many buyers and sellers of th« physical commodities in local markets
use tTpr cefobtained on futures markets, which are publicly known, as reference

i tis therefore commodity exchanges have an
use the prices ootaineu vu. *.«*-«!.«=«» »«*-—--, -- -: -

points for pricing their own transactions, therefore commodity exchanges have an
influence that goes much further than the actual turnover of these markets.

31 there are many theories to be found in economic literature regarding the
way in which prices are reached in futures markets and there is a long-standing
debate as to whether commodity exchanges have the effect of stabilizing or
destabilizing ptices. The main point remains that, in order to survive, the exchanges
have to be functioning actively, which implies the free play of demand and supply.
As we shall see in the following chapter, the main exchanges have introdu«d self
regulation which aims at ensuring that they.can trade unhindered, whereas national

regulation has different reasons to be.

32 It must be clearly realized that deals can only take place if the two parties
involved hold opposite views, i.e., if one believes that he can make money or avoid
losses by selling, whereas the other thinks that he can achieve the same result by

buying.

33 These opinions are formed on the basis of articles in trade journals or
financial magazines or even in the daily press which covers the commodities traded
on futures exchanges. Brokers publish various studies or newslettefs *«**"
sent to their clients. The information varies from a general analysis of the world
2EoSc and political situation and the resulting plications for demand and supply
in respect of a commodity, together with the possible repercussions on prices, to

sectoral studies on a commodity, articles on the recent behaviour of ^"•..or
studies of the tiends of the charts. It would be impossible to list all the
information generated around futures markets; most of it is clearly of Merest to
anyonTengaged in trading a commodity, whether on the physical or. future. -Aet.
but a certain degree of sophistication is needed in order to a*ses* f?et^rJ*V
reason for disseminating all these facts is really to inform the ^« °5 f1^^
to convince the client to trade, thus originating commissions for the broker.

34 Besides the orinted information, or that shown on the closed circuit screens,
there are rumours which spread in any closely-knitted group. Some of these rumours
can be traced to inside knowledge, some are just wild guesses and some may also be

spread on purpose in order to influence the market.

35 Out of the large amount of information available to the users of commodity
exchanges some turns out to have been accurate, some mistaken, but this does not
imply that it was necessarily meant to mislead traders with false■ -ports It can,
however, have been used to that end, and in a case tried in the USA, Moore (1951)
was found guilty of attempting to manipulate the price of lard futures by dis

seminating misleading information.6/

£7Aaron C. Johnson Jr., "Economic Analysis of Price Manipulation under the
. ,_■__ T,_..i _„ a-*. iq/.i;-iq7A" tnimon_ TFTC. Washington. 1976.
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36. We saw above how; a competitive price is reached on commodity exchanges on

the basis of supply and demand for a ?iven product: this price may be what the

general public may expect from past experience and present expectations, or it

may be abnormal because of unusual influences on the supply side, such as a corn

blight or frost in Brazil having killed coffee plants or indeed a glut of some

product, or on the demand side, such as the: Russian wheat deal, or a decline due

to the substitution of, say, plastics for tin, but, while abnormal, such a price

would still be determined by the free play of market forces.

37. Although, as we saw above, the theory is that commodity exchanges are

perfectly competitive, in reality there are several rigidities: for some

commodities traded on futures contracts there are few main producers, as is the

case for tin, cocoa and coffee; TJ f°r others demand is exercised by few large

importers, as in the case of wheat for which communist countries account for a

considerable percentage of the import trade, 8/ for others a few traders can

loom large in the market. These substantial participants are not always in

evidence as they may deal in moderate quantities at the time or through various

brokers, but finally they can influence the market to some extent if they

pursue steadily a specific policy.

33. Before we analyse commodity markets regulation, it seems appropriate to

describe how these markets can be manipulated, and to try to define the most

common techniques such as corners, squeezes, spreads and straddles.9/

39. Corners and squeezes are the most widely used methods and are associated

with pressure put by holders of long positions on the shorts as they attempt to

close their positions. A corner appears when the holder of a long position in

futures contracts also controls an excessively large portion of the physical

supply of the same product, thus making deliveries difficult, to corner or to

attempt to corner a market is a violation of the 1974 Commodity Exchange Act (USA).

A squeeze is not per se a violation of the same Act and it is not substantially

different from a corner; it is a question of degree!

40. Investigations into the existence of corners or squeezes have to take into

account deliverable supply. In effect, while there may be adequate stocks of a

commodity needed for delivery, there may be various problems to be considered.

Several tests have been apnlied to the deliverable supply of commodities by the

USA courts and they identified "economic impediment" (Great Western, Cargill) and

"market definition test" (Cargill) as obstacles. Other aspects to be taken into

account are the compatibility of the quantity units required with those available

whether or not the stocks have been certified for delivery and other sales

commitments.

— Anderson, R.W. and Danthine, J.P., "Kedger Diversity in Futures Markets",

Economic Journal, (1983).

3/
— Bray, M., "Futures Trading, Rational Expectations, and the Efficient

Markets Hypothesis", Econometrica, Vol, 49, 1981, pp. 575-596.

9/
— For a good analysis see: Aaron C. Johnson, Op.cit.
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41 In the case of a spread or straJdle opposite positions are held, such as

the purchase of a March corn futures contract and the sale of a May corn futures
contract, or more complex operations involving different contract months for the

same commodity,, different commodities, cash positions or a combination of the

above*

42. There is also manipulation on the short side when a party holds a large

percentage of the open interest, the mirror image of a corner. The deliverable
supply, however, need not be controlled. It must only be large enough to threaten

large deliveries which can induce the holders of Ion- positions to sell in a falling
market, but unlike what happens in a corner, the lon<*s can take delivery and wait.

43. The manipulative techniques mentioned above are by no means exhaustive; nev

forms keep appearing and a lot of ingenuity goes into trying to find loopholes to

every rule. ,

4. Surveillance of the main futures markets :

44. Since the early days of futures trading, it has been recognized that commodity
exchanges can only function if some rules are .enforced. The exchanges themselves

have their own regulations to ensure that the markets can guarantee an efficient
performance. ' Moreover, several countries where futures markets are located have

instituted different forms of government regulatory mechanisms to ensure the orderly

functioning and reliability of these markets.

45. The present chapter will examine both the self-regulation applied by the

major commodity exchanges in the USA, the United Kingdom and France, as well as

the existing or planned national surveillance, schemes.

A. USA

46. In the USA the exchanges regulate the activities of their members as do

the clearing associations, and since 19^2 there is also a National Futures. ^

Association (NFA): these forms of self-regulation will be examined in the first

subsection under this, heading, while federal surveillance, embodied since 1974 in
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), will be analysed in the second

subsection. -

a) Self-regulation

47. Commodity exchanges in the USA, as elsewhere, regulate the conduct of their

members and monitor their positions in the markets.JJj/ Trading in commodities is

usually done on margins: there are original margin's which brokers require to

establish a futures position, and variations margins which must be paid to keep

the account adjusted in the light of price movements; the minimum margin acceptable

is fixed by the various commodities exchanges. Besides margins, clients pay

commissions to brokers: all commissions are now negotiable and generally amount

to a small percentage of the value of each transaction.

more information on this topic see: Chicago Board of Trade, Commodity

Trading Manual, Chicago, 1930.
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48*. The exchanges regulations cover clearing operations by their members, the
obligation to see that the price of a transation has been recorded and/the definition
of the types of orders permitted, such as orders to buy or sell, closing orders,

limit orders, etc. All transactions must be made by public outcry in the open
market.

49. When speculative positions reach a certain level, they.must be reported

every day to the exchange on which the contract is traded. US exchanges set daily

price limits for each commodity, based on the previous closing price plus or minus
a specified amount.

5G. Most of the exchanges have committees which oversee the practices on the
trading floor and a committee to supervize the business conducts of member's, be

they individuals or firms. It might be noteworthy that among the offences punish
able by suspension, expulsion or fine are the: circulation by members of rumours

of a sensational character and the dissemination of false or inaccurate market
information.

51. The clearing association, Uj to which all commodity exchanges in the USA
belong, allow to clear the market by offsetting the outstanding futures contracts

or by facilitating deliveries of physical commodities for qualified long contracts.
Besides having this important function, the clearing associations guarantee some
contracts and set self-regulating rules aimed at assuring the^financial integrity
of their members.

52. On each futures contract cleared, a clearing association collects a margin
deposit, which guarantees that the financial obligations o£ the parties to a
transation will be met at the expiry date of the contracts. This guarantee only
affects clearing members and covers net positions, as opDOsed to covering all
customers' operations, which therefore are still at risk to some extent.

53. The NFA was established in order to heln regulate rapidly growing and

changing futures markets: among its main responsibilities are the harmonization
of the self-regulation of the various exchanges. The main tasks of the NFA are:

auditing the financial conditions of futures commission merchants, particularly
those who are not members of any commodity exchange; arbitrating commodity futures
disputes between customers and NFA members; and monitoring and enforcing compliance
with WFA's business conduct rules.

54. Further, the NFA lists as its fundamental purposes to regulate those segments
of the futures industry that were .previously outside the scope of other self-

regulatory organizations; to control self-regulatory expense by eliminating
duplication of efforts; to provide uniform standards to eliminate the overlap and
conflicts that are inevitable when there are different groups regulating one
industry; and to remove unnecessary regulatory constraints in aid effective
regulation.

1 i / ■■■...__ i ■■ . _ .

Franklin R. Edwards, "The Clearing Association in Futures Markets:
Guarantor and Regulator", Columbia University, Working paper, series C5FM-48
New York,' 1903. ' *
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55. It is understood that the NFA is to supplement and not to replace regulation

by the exchane.es: floor members are still subject to the rules set by the various

exchanges and not directly subjected to NFA regulation.

b) CFTC

56. The CFTC is an independent agency established by an Act of Congress of 1974

amending the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) of 1936. The 1974 legislation was
followed by the Futures Trading Act of 1982 which extends the mandate of the CFTC

until 1936 and modifies certain aspects of the jurisdiction.

57. One of the major changes in futures trading explicitly recognized in the
creation of the CFTC was the increasing importance of non-agricultural commodities,
itost notably, the soft international commodities (including coffee, sugar and cocoa),
metals, currencies, certain industrial materials (heating oil, fuels, lumber), and

certain livestock products (broilers and turkeys) were brought under the federal

regulatory framework. The first interest rate futures were designated shortly

after the formation of the Commission, changing the focus of futures regulation
from solely agricultural futures to the regulation of instruments designed to

hedge a still wider range of price risks.

58. Commission regulation consists primarily of the registration of industry

professionals, market surveillance, and the implementation and enforcement of rules

to prevent corners, squeezes, futures manipulation, fraud and other non-competitive

trading practices.

59. The Commission also approves all futures contracts, before trading begins,

to ensure that they comply with the CEA. All futures trading must occur on CFTC-

designated commodity exchanges. In addition, the Commission is responsible for

regulating most forms of commodity options, dealer options and leverage contracts.

60. The CFTC relies heavily on self-regulation by the registered futures

exchanges. These exchanges take the initial responsibility for keeping abreast

of the financial integrity and business practices of member firms, monitoring the

market, disciplining violators of exchange rules and initiating and developing new
products. The CFTC oversees the industry self-regulation and uses its authority

when it considers industry practice to be deficient in some respect.

61. The CFTC has recently taken steps to enhance its enforcement with regard

to foreign trader accounts. Specifically, rule 21.03 facilitates the Commission's
ability to obtain essential market data concerning futures and options trading on

USA exchanges. The rule requires a futures commission merchant, trader or foreign

broker to provide the Commission, upon special call, with pertinent market

information concerning its accounts. If he fails to respond to the special call,

the Commission may direct the appropriate contract market and all futures

commission merchants to prohibit further trade in the market and in the delivery

months or at the option expiration dates specified in the call unless such trade

offsets existing open contracts. The application of this rule will be limited

to instances in which the Coraraission needs information to determine whether the
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commission merchant, trader

in the United States by any

B- United Kingdom

foreign
—■

oi CoLi^o" '" <°

very flexible. this supervision will be shown to be

(a) Self-regulation

-ket, and the other

raw sugar, rubber and wo^ a e tr^dtL^Grai T^f^ "«"•
Brains, the "London Gold Futures torkets" and t,^ ^ed Trade Association" for
Futures Exchange" (LIFFE) which come u"nder the 1 ""i London.vInt"n"ional Financial
National Commodities Clearing Hous"!" (1^"^ reSP°nSlbUit? of the "Inter-

fo; the^trfs^:::; X" ^^^efore^ ^^
in order to be admitted. G e" , ri °" ^ W suffi"«"t "pital
with other members. However the Lhant r ?ay a.deposit for transactions
positions, and, when these^c^ thf iS-HaSi" tlon^a I"emter'S 0Ver"a11
make a deposit. It should be noted that it i h , w menlber " 3Sked to
members' indebtedness, but the clearing of\l th\IC™ that "»n"ors the LME
hands of the clearing association! memberS position8 ^ ~t in the

and

problems or if !member o^hTe^h ng ^ e ode
are regulated by the ICCH which is r.L m ,
contracts. Each member of the exchanges lL

n ^changes

Se"lement of "s members'

shortest possible time.

which promts the'eneSt^' *

margins to be paid up in the

°f ^^vestments) Act

■,

^^^^^Z^t^^ Cower Report, ehe Joint Exchanges
forth a proposal for a Future's Broker,- T °f.SettlnS UP external regulation, put
and standards of conduct prlncLn % As!°clflon. ^BA) to provide safeguards
members of th. "BA in rLllT ? enefit °f private clients °tth_ .BA, in respect of transactions on any futures markets.
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^AtWese'nt'inVia'nk or England does not have formal re^gulator^ authority

when decisions of general interest are taken.

Before' 1978,,when 'the United Kingdom had exchange controls, the Bank of
dTsed to <«^rci»e « much closer type of surveillanpe of the commodity
X On the basis t* a "memorandum of understanding" the exchanges had
to pass on tc the-Bank, information, on .the,markets activities.

70. Now the Bank of England is informed by the" ICCH of their members[' Potion.

if necessary.

C. France

71 As in the USA^and. the United Kingdom, the surveillance, of .the c6^i%y ^
c^ried out i LrcUed at various leVexs: both the "Con^agnie des Connnxss.onaires
Sp -Bburse de Canonerce de Paris" (CCA) and the "Bangue Centrale de
Knsation" (BCC) insure the .arlcets^ self-regulation and recently a^law has been
passed to set up a "Commission des Marches a terme de oarchandis.es- . (COMW-.

(a) Self-regulation

72 The CCA ensures.the surveillance .of its-members: every transaction has^to
be registered with the,BCC and accompenied by a deposit. The "C^issxonaxres
() t margin in case of a fall - ««. Prxcej,- an
be registered with the,BCC and acp y

(brokers) must pay up margin in case of a fall - ««. Prxcej,- and every ^
i if t the broker Should a broker be

(brokers) must pay p g

must pay a deposit and margins, if necessary, to the l
unable to meet his commitments on the Paris Bourse, there are special funds to
guarantee that .the clients1 .interests are safeguarded.

73 ■ Every individual exchange (cocoa, coffee, sugar) has -its, own set up rules.
The BCC Which-belong...** several French banks and to, the London ICCH, started,
its operations in 1976. It registers the brokers/ transactions and guarantee ;thexr

execution, Representatives, of the Government, are members of the direction and the

technical committees :bf the. BCG. . . ■

(b) The COKI

: 74 In July 1983 a law was'passed which foresees'the setting up of a Hew'
commission to suoervize the functioning of the French futures markets. Among^the
sevea members of the Commission will be the President of the Paris Chamber of
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of Commerce, the President of the CCA and that of the BCC. The Commission will
establish a set of rules for the commodity exchanges, register commodity
professionals and receive complaints relating to the functioning of the exchanges.
There are many points in common between the new French legislation on the COMT
and that in the USA. as, regards the CFTC. "

5b Some examples of speculation on commodity exchanges ;

75. We saw in the preceding chapter of this paper that the individual futures
markets have regulations to ensure the orderly use of the markets, that sometimes
there are further regulations imposed by an association of commodity exchanges

38 It ^"1 f°r ^ NFA> 3nd/0r by a clearinS institution, and that finally'
in the USA and m France there is a national commission entrusted with the
surveillance of the exchanges.

76. In theory therefore every guarantee for the smooth functioning of the
exchanges is' offered. In practice, things are not so cleat-cut and below will
be given some examples of attempted manipulation of futures markets*

A. Coffee ' ■ .

77. In 1979 some Central and South American coffee producers, which had formed
the Bogota Group, intervened on the New York and London Exchanges to strengthen
coffee prices. Following these operations, the Group took delivery of lar^e
quantities of coffee in both New York and London. It should be noted here°that
at the time, the only quality of coffee traded in London was "Robusta", which is
not produced in Latin America where "Arabica" and "Other Milds" are -rown thus
a marketing problem arose for the Bogota group from the deliveries taken. However
these deliveries and the frost which hit the 1978/79 coffee crop had the consequence
of increasing prices by a considerable amount so that the Bogota Group felt that
its operations had met with a favourable outcome.

73. On the contrary, the intervention of the following year did not meet with
the success that the producers were expecting, partly because of the boomin*
coffee crop The Bogota Group, which in the meantime had set up a company named
Fan-Cafe, had also changed its aim from the stabilization of coffee prices to
the maximization of profits.

79. In late 1979 Pan-Cafe made massive purchases in New York, until the CFTC
ruled that transactions in the "C" coffee contract should be limited to liquidations.
The delivery period for the December position was extended^by 25 days and the
certification norms were considerably relaxed so that enough coffee could be delivered
to cover Pan-Cafe s purchases. The measures imposed by the CFTC on this occasion
frustrated the attempt to generate a substantial price increase and resulted in
Pan-Cafe holding 2 million bags in physical stocks as'well as futures contracts
tor one million bags.

»!!; K" AMt6r thlS experience Pan-Cafe" has never dealt again in New York, and an
not very livei™^ *" re*introduced in London in 1980; this market, however, is
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by the national authorities on the

- -re is an ele,ent o, .iscri.inatio.

towards foreigners.

B. Tin

82. in the sunaner of 1931 the P^ces of tin had fallen
refused

s and the International, mi tv,*.*-*—"-"- *

~ _^_I ~t *u* t-in mPt-fll were disappointed,
prices,

Agreement
was due for re-negotiation,

^.i^-th to «U over tb. futures contracts or

to take delivery of the metal.

commitments on the short side

of the ITA and the buffer stock onager re-entered the market to support the
floor price, avoiding further deterioration of the tin price.

Chile alloraisiL, questions about the extent to which intervention may be
on futures markets before it becomes recognized as manipulation.

,7 The fact that the LIE imposed a limit of £120 per day per tonne for "borrowin,,"

against their interests
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C, Silver

«■

r'ew York Comnodity Exchan*e (C0MEX> ^
days later $5 000 In S f*" 19"> .reached «»t S3,000 per contract and some
aays later $5,000. In October, the Chicago Board of Trade (CBT) imoosed limits
on the speculate positions which each client could hold. In, Ja™ 1W0 Cn'ffiX
followed suit and likewise limited positions held.- However, purchases on the
London market made the price climb hiSher still, t0 $50. on 8 January 1980 At

anTlwL™' fOUOWed ^ Pa" by CBI' f°r^ade 'he Purchase "ne, extractsand limited operations to the liquidation of existing positions. The prices fell
rapidly and reached $21., they went on following and,"by mid-March, were ToZ .to ,

; it

the truth is that

the P*°"» of the siiver market,
that an emergency situation existed

w n ed

.

91. As we saw above, COfffiX did eventually intervene, first by limiting
retrospectively, the number of contracts t/be held by each person later'by
authorizmj only the liquidation of existing positions. 7

grains. The FAO secretariat considered the related problems at a mee„ W in
Rome in October 1932 and those who are interested in that aspect of trade could
refer to the documentation prepared for that meeting.^/

II7T ~ ~
— The document which analyses the issue is: FAO, "Long-term bilateral

agreements and futures trading in grains", CCP:GR 32/5, Rome, ^32^ *
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9'J. ; Futures markets have direct and indirect implications on trade: as far as

developing countries .are concerned direct participation in futures trading is
rather-limited, whereas.indirectly they are more heavily involved either because

the merchants who buy theii products hedge or because the international commodity
organizations intervene on commodity exchanges to stabilize prices, or again because
the prices for transactions of physicals are based on terminal markets1 quotations.

94. Although more developing countries are heavily dependent on exports of a

few commodities traded on commodity exchanges, such as cotton, rubber, cocoa,

coffee, tin and copper, it must be realized that in recent years there has been

an enormous increase in financial instruments traded on futures markets so that

the share of trade related to physical conanodities on the exchanges is now of

lesser importance. Further, even among the physical commodities thus traced, the
role of domestic grown products is very substantial, particularly for the Chicago

Board of Trade.

95. When the exchanges were originally set up, it must be fair to say that

they were conceived as local institutions and that the interest of the foreign
producers of commodities were not taken into particular consideration, partly,

it could be added, because at that time these producers were colonies..

96. Developing countries should try to assess whether, for them, futures markets

are an advantageous way to trade commodities. If this proves to be the case,

developing producing countries should ensure that they participate fully in the

benefits thus derived; if this is not the case, ways and means should be found to

reduce the impact of commodity exchanges on the exports of developing producers.

97. Section 3 above examined price formation: it should be added here that

there are other ways of trading and that some commodities are priced on the basis

of negotiations between buyers and sellers of the physical commodity, whether for

a once-and-for-alldelivery or for contracts of various durations, while some form

part of counter-trade transactions. The role played by commodity exchanges is not
static; new contracts are regularly introduced. In recent years, among those related

to physical commodities are aluminium and petroleum products, while other contracts

lose the public's favour and eventually are scrapped.

98. When we commented above on the users of commodity exchanges, it was pointed

out that merchants and processors of raw materials rely heavily on the exchanges:

they hedge their operations and probably also have recourse to arbitrage. ^As long

as merchants and processors are mainly located in developed countries, their
hedging activities concern developing producing countries only indirectly. There

is little inducement for primary producers to hedge and it has been mentioned that

even in the*USA farmers do not hedge much. The first step towards greater use of

hedging, if desired, will be to increase processing and marketing within developing

countries. ' -

99. Speculation is a much more sensitive issue:" in contradictory fashion,
futures markets are accused both o£ destabilizing prices by allowing excessive

speculation and of not allowing developing countries' producers to obtain a fair
share of the proceeds from speculation. When arguing about speculation, it must

be borne in mind that any transaction in futures markets can only take place if
two parties take opposite views, i.e., if one believes it can make a profit by

selling while the other believes that there is money to be made by buying; hedging
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therefore could not take ^l.ice if speculators were not in the market, it is they

who provide the necessary liquidity. If we examine the factors that could lead'

to successful speculation on commodity exchanges, we find the same factors as

those for a cartel on other markets: inelasticity of demand, a lar^e share of

the supply, a hifjh cohesion amon?; suppliers. But these elements do not per se

guarantee that money will be made: literally, speculation means "mediation on

a subject" and the conclusions are necessarily oersonal. Some successful
speculation takes place on a small scale and purely on the basis of business

acumen: speculation is a game like any other, it is possible to learn to play

it, but it is impossible to learn to win the \7hole time;

100. It is true that speculation on foreign exchange has exacerbated price

movements of the"underlying commodities, particularly in the early 1970s, but

now that many financial contracts are available this problem should have been

overtaken by events to a large extent.

101. On the whole, speculation on the exchanges has taken place through "Ion*"

purchases, i.e., when speculators bought hoping that the *irice would increase,

and by doin?; so they pushed the price higher themselves. The examples of

attempted manipulation ^.iven above are of this type; short speculation, which' '

was more common in the 1930s, has not been in evidence lately. It can be argued

that speculation has excessively increased the price of taw materials for short

periods: this would have boosted the earnings of exporters and it mi^ht be
difficult to prove the opposite.

102. Excessive speculation oh a commodity exchange becomes manipulation; if a

market is successfully cornered there is no more market. Some-people may have

got away with making lar^e profits, while some incurred heavy losses, but this
is a once-and-for-all occurrence.

103. The surveillance of the exchanges was examined in a previous section:

self-regulation generally aims at maintaining openly competitive, efficient

markets with sufficient liquidity and a high ethical standard; national

surveillance is designed mainly to protect the interests of the investor and

possibly the whole economy; in neither case is surveillance commodity-specific.
It must be clearly understood that, as surveillance increases, there is;less
scope for manipulating any market. :

104. For every commodity traded there is a standardized contract which sets

out such elements as delivery dates,"trading units, price quotations and possibly

price movement limits, position limits, grades deliverable, delivery points,

trading.hours, etc.; some of these elements may not be in the best interests of

developing producers. In a recent document _13/ the UNCTAD secretariat has examined
some of the reasons for the limited use of futures markets by developing countries

and suggested possible improvements to facilitate their participation if they so

wish. Below will be listed the main points made under separate headings.

13/
—UNCTAD op.cit.
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A. Margins

price-fixing via terminal markets.

105. The burden of margin deposits might be eased by allowing lower margins to
be paid for the non-speculative use of futures markets by primary producers. The
United States exchanges are already making some concessions m this direction by
permitting hedgers to pay lower initial margins than others upon submitt«g :
declarations to the effect that the futures transactions, are part of a hedging

operation.

106. Since variation margins are potentially by far the most costly for producers,
it s important to suggest ways of reducing their burden. One method that comes to
mind is for producers intending to hedse to obtain credit from banks or other
Institutions against deliveries to be made into warehouses in producing areas. The
"k of default on hedge selling by producers would be greatly reduced if they were
a owed to register with the lenders a sufficiently large tonnage of their ou put
held in the normal course of business at approved locations, which could be used

as collateral for margin deposits.

107. A technical aspect of market structure that should be mentioned is the
policy adopted towards the payment of so-called "credit margins (the gains made
bv market participants if their futures transactions prove profitable, in effect,
negative variation margins). The practice is not completely uniform in different
countries, but the typical United States custom has been.to pay credit margins,
and the United Kingdom custom has been to retain the initial margin as the

absolute minimum margin payment required of customers.

108. A new suggestion that can be made is that a financial-cunrinsurance market

shouldbe created in margins. For a fixed fee, related to factors such as the
price volatility of the commodity in question, the duration of the contract that
is being insured and the interest rate, insurance companies could offer to meet
all the margin payments associated with hedging and price fixing. For highly
risk-averse primary producers, an insurance policy of this nature would be extremely
valuable, and would leave their marketing options much wider than with the only
real alternative method of avoiding uncertain margin payments, which is to commit
themselves to forward sales to merchants who will then hedge their own price risk.

B. Foreign exchange

109 The foreign exchange implications of the location of a futures market are

connected with the payment of brokers' commissions and of margins (both lnlt«J
and variation margins). Moreover, gains or losses will be in the currency of the
country where the futures market is located. In countries where exchange control
regulations exist, it is necessary to have appropriate legislation if the citizens

or the nationalized agencies are to be allowed to use foreign futures markets.
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110. When a contract is denominated in a producer's own currency, domestic

producers have no problem in meeting margin calls, while consumers and producers

in other countries have to contend with the difficulties of securing forward cover
in a rather narrow!ey-traded currency.

C Memembership of commodity exchanges

111. There are several classes of membership of commodity exchanges5 but the

two most important are those of floor membership, which enables a company to t-

represerited and .deal directly on the trading floor o£ a commodity exchange, and

of clearing merobership, which gives certain privileges in the level of commission

rates and margin deposits. The rules for admission to these classes of membership

are primarily of a financial nature, governing bank guarantees, paid-up capital,

etc. However, there are also regulations covering the nationality of member

companies and their employees which can discriminate against foreigners, but it

should be understood that, as in any profession, nationality alone does not guarantee
access.

112. It may be argued that some international futures exchanges are price determina

tion institutions for the trading of commodities produced largely in developing

countries but consumed in developed countries, and that therefore membership of an

exchange should reflect its international character. Developing countries producers

may therefore wish to be represented by owning "seats" on the futures exchanges.

In this perspective it would appear desirable that the rules and by-laws of the

exchanges should be reorganized so as to reflect the international character or.d

interests of producers and consumers throughout the world. An intangible advantage

of membership is the participation in the running of the exchange, which gives

members considerable insight and the possibility of contributing to the drawing up
of the rules and the taking of decisions.

113. llembershiu of a commodity exchange should not be confused with access. Most

participants on futures markets are not members but deal through brokerage houses
whose business it is to deal op the exchanges. While there are seme financial

advantages in membership because of reduced costs when dealing, there are also

heavy costs involved, not only in the purchase of a "Seat" but also in maintaining

an office and the necessary staff, these costs can be offset only if the amount of
trade is considerable.

114. Against this there is the exposure that can come from membership. In the

case, for example, of a large producing country with a marketing board ytfiich owns

a seat, when it deals, it will be generally known for whom it is dealing and the

amount it wants to dispose of, and this can adversely affect the price. Normally,

by dealing through one or several brokers, market participants are able to maintain
anonymity, up to a point at least.

D. Delivery rules

115. There are two main aspects to terminal market delivery rules: the location

of delivery points and the delivery options that are permitted.
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116. Commodity exchanges allow deliveries to be made uroti exoiry of the contract

to a number of approved'locations. In the case of the London Uetal Exchange,
warehouses in the United Kingdom, Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,

the Netherlands and Sweden have been registered as delivery points. It is the ,
seller who determines both the quality and location of his delivery, as lone as

these fall within the ranges specified in the exchange contract. It is difficult

to conceive of a system that will allow delivery to be made by buyers' option,
unless delivery can take place a Ions tinie after the expiry of the contract.

117. The location of delivery points is of soiae concern to producers. The tynical

siting of such yointa near consumers' plants is perceived as weakening producers',
control over their own marketing strategies, and it has been advocated that .approved
warehouses should be opened in developing country ports. The possible drawbacks of

such action would be the heavy infrastructural investments required to meet acceded

standards (although some income would be derived from the operation of the warehouses)
and the distance froia the merchants and ultimate buvers who form the market.

118. Of the major futures contracts traded on exchanges in industrialized countries,

only the raw sugar contracts traded in .lew York and London give the option of

delivery in producing regions. The New York contract is th^e simpler of . the two, .

permitting delivery to be made on an f.o.h. basis at any approved location. rTbe

London contract is, ,strictly speaking, a c.i.f.. London contract, but delivery can

be made - and invariably is made - oa an f.o.b. basis at ports, where the freight

cost element is calculated according to a:formula. It is worth noting that, when

faced with the choice between f.o.b. and c.i.f. delivery, companies always, opt

for the former, although this is never offered in other major futures contracts,

traded in consnodity-iRporting areas. It may be of interest to developing countries'

exporters if similar contracts could be introduced for other commodities.

119. Delivery rules for futures contracts, by reference to the new Malaysian palm

oil contract and the longer-established Malaysian -ind Singaporean rubber contracts,

demonstrate that a futures market based in a producing region is likely to be

better suited to producer hedging than a market based in consuming areas. The

specification of delivery points,;the grades of the product used in the contract,

the currencies in which tradin;; takes place and the hours of trading all favour

consumer interests in the case of contracts traded on roarkets in consuming areas.

120. Rew York Cotton Exchange No. 2 contract allows for the delivery of 1-1/16

inch US-grown white cotton only. If the delivery or cotton grown overseas were

allowed, it could be argued that the Cotton Exchange would become more representative

of international cotton interests.

E. Determination of official settlement prices

121. Another problem that arises in many commodity exchanges is the orocedure used

to arrive at the official daily spot and futures quotations which, as the former is

used as the price for aiany contracts round the world, can affect developing

countries' trade.
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122; In a principals' market, since there are relatively few ring members, at.

the end of the trading session agreement is reached ainon^ the members on a. truly

representative ?rice. It is less simple to do this in a large clearing house .

market; the disagreements about price determination on futures markets arise partly

because trading is carried on continuously during the specified trading periods on

most exchanges, yet "the world price" tends Co reflect the position at just one

point in the day.

123. The Japanese form of futures tradinx has much to commend itself to producers.

It relies upon a number of brief trading sessions each day, during which the market

call chairman officiates at an auction which generates one price at which all the

business in a contract is done (e.g^, Harch 1932 rubber contract). By adjusting

the price he calls, and noting how the number of offers to buy or sell varies, the

chairman arrives at a uniform price at which supply and demand balance in that

session.

F. Methods of supervision

124. The supervision of commodity exchanges consists primarily of measures to

prevent abuses such as attempts to corner the market3 together with moves to ensure

that any barriers to entry into the market are kept sufficiently low for active

two-way trading to occur. Increased information on the aims of the regulatory

bodies, on their philosophy and on the rules they applv might break down existing

nhyscholo^ical barriers against futures niarkets and make it possible to acquire a

better understanding of what is allowed and what is not.

G. Communications

125. Proximity to exchanges and to brokers facilitates dealing. rrith the good

telex, telephone and television circuits that now exist, access has been greatly

widened. However, it is still the richer countries that have better means of

communications and prospective users from many developing countries may face

frustration and very high costs when trying to reach markets situated far away.

A possible solution is for larger agencies or marketing boards: from developing

countries to have a representative stationed in one of the main financial centres.

H* Trading hours

126. Trading hours are important for companies in different time zones, even

though many ctarkets now allow for a period of overlap between their working hours

and those in other major producing or consuming regions. The greatest difficulties

arise in the case of those nmrkets in which only one or two vital daily price-setting

sessions occur, and these official prices may be used as the reference for many

trade contracts. As was suggested above with reference to communications difficultie:

the answer might be to have a man on the spot.
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I. The geographical extension of kerb trading

„ 127. The. final suggestion that will be considered in the present section is the

extensionof the example of the New Zealand cross-bred wool contract. Although

this is, strictly speaking, a London contract, a.very high proportion of the business

in question is transacted in New Zealand between local representatives of the London

Wool Terminal Market floor members. These London, companies later clear the trans

actions undertaken in New Zealand as if they were kerb deals between the same
companies in London*

128. Developing commodity-exporting countries, considering the establishment of

their own futures markets, could benefit considerably from taking their first steps

in this direction in association with an existing, well-established exchange, alonr^

the lines of the New Zealand example. Such a development avoids the full weight

of investment in the infrastructure of an exchange.; it allows both the government

and potential market; participants to guage what would be involved in the creation

of a domestic exchange and»::by allying itself with an existing, successful futures

market, evades the problems that might otherwise arise of ensuring sufficient

trading to complete, any transaction as, if local trading is thin, the transaction

can always be completed when the parent exchange opens for business.

129. With international telecommunications improving continually, it now appears
to be just a matter of time before all major futures, markets operate 24 hours a

day. Accordingly, a developing country that facilitates the creation of a local

kerb market linked to a major international exchange may be paving the way for its

futures dealers to constitute the regional trading centre for an emerging world-wi''e

commodity exchange. Initially, operations such as clearing would have tc be done

at the present base for the futures contract, but there is no reason why some of

these functions should not gradually be taken over by local institutions in producer

countries, the currency in which the contract is to be denominated being one of the
many aspects to be agreed upon.

3* Desirability and feasibility of setting up futures markets in developing
countries

130. Markets with many of the characteristics of commodity exchanges existed in

1200 in China, Egypt, "Arabia" and India and some developing countries have

exchanges up to the present, among which Brazil, Malaysia and Singapore. It is

true, however, that the main exchanges are in Chicao, New York, London and Paris,

and often developing countries express the wish to set up their own futures markets,

131. The requirements for the proper functioning of a commodity exchange are

varied, covering a good communications network, an efficient banking sector, the
avai.labij.ity of capital and of manpower skilled in dealing and analysis, the

availability of background information, the existence of clients, etc. A commodity

exchange brings direct financial rewards to the host country by generating a demand

for skilled labour, office space and other services such as brokerage, banking and
communications.
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132. The —v.n,,i.itP.. that have to be satisfied before a successful international

miff
ht, in the long run, affect the whole domestic economy.

gains for the host economy

In vie* of all this, it is useful to examine the likely orders or


